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In the mid to late ‘90s, the STIP community rose to 
the challenge when we worked together to move 
f i l ifrom a paper environment to an electronic one.  

We’re hearing another challenge today:  Can we, 
the STIP community make DOE’s sciencethe STIP community make DOE s science 
information even more accessible, more 
transparent, and more “21st century”?



B f ldi i d t i tifi i dBy folding numeric data, scientific images, and 
multi-media STI into our STIP guidelines, 
processes, submissions, and output productsp , , p p



To meet this challenge, we will need to tackle:g

• Policy issues

• Technology issues

• Process issuesProcess issues



Finding: DOE needs a Department-wide  Data 
Policy that  recognizes life-cycle data management 
as an integral part of research programs and

Laying 

Groundwork as an integral part of research programs and 
projects.Groundwork

January 2009:  Harnessing 
the Power of Digital Data for 
S i d S i tScience and Society 

Report of the InteragencReport of the Interagency
Working Group on Digital
Data to the Committee on
Science of the National
Science and Technology
CouncilCouncil



Now in progress:
– Revision of DOE Order– Revision of DOE Order

Draft of DOE Order 241.1B says, “STI is found in 
technical reports…and other forms or formats of 
technical data.” …. “STI is made available in many 
formats including but not limited to paper, 
electronic and multimedia ”electronic, and multimedia.

– Revision of the GuideRevision of the Guide



Before we could even start thinking policy, 
technology, and process, we needed to identify 
h di i l d d h l i di STI fthe digital data and the multi-media STI for 

which DOE provides all or partial funding.  How 
much is “out there”? Where are thesemuch is out there ?  Where are these 
collections and how accessible are they?

Last summer’s launch of the DOE Data Explorer 
began to answer some of those questions for us.



O fDOE Data Explorer identifies, links to 277 
collections of non-text STI

– 153 collections of numeric data, data plots, figures, graphs
– 52 collections of “special mix” (genome databases, etc.)
– 16 collections of multi-media STI (video and audio files)

f f (f )– 22 collections of scientific images (from research)
– 34 other collections (simulations, interactive data maps)



Near-term goals: Develop a customized web crawl for 
enhanced retrieval (including individual data sets where ( g
possible); incorporate DDE into Science Accelerator and 
Science.gov.

Long-term goals: Develop federated searching of data 
centers and selected collections; link individual data sets to 
reports and other text-based STI.



Working with partners outside DOEWorking with partners outside DOE
International Council for Scientific and Technical 
Information Data Linkage Working GroupInformation, Data Linkage Working Group
Goal: Link selected ARM data sets with citations in OSTI’s 
database (IIa STTR and ARM Archive staff)

CENDI Working Group on Metadata for Images: 
Goal: Resolve different image metadata schemes 
from the Federal Agencies into common scheme 
for image searching across Science.govfor image searching across Science.gov 
repositories.



NIX

National Biological
Information 
Infrastructure:Infrastructure:
Digital Image Library



Videos on YouTube

Coordinate SC or DOE 
YouTube channel 

OSTI on YouTube andOSTI on YouTube and 
FaceBook 

Innovations?



New (STI) media is all the buzz.
What is new media for us?
– PowerPoint
– Audio (.mp2, .mp3, .ra)
– Audio/Visual (.mpeg4, .mov, .qt)

Wh t th t h i l h ll ?What are the technical challenges?
– Metadata searchable

C t t h bl– Content searchable



SciencePix.gov – Where we areSciencePix.gov Where we are
– Much of this content collected with your help  
– Audio/Visual based
– Currently searchable by metadata

W hi S Di i l A hi WhWashington State Digital Archives – Where 
we are headed

C t t h bl th h b t h t h l f– Content searchable through beta search technology from 
Microsoft

– Audio content only
– Audio/Visual content is a trivial extension



With some changes to g
existing fields and maybe a 
new product type or two, 
metadata for multi-media 
STI could begin to come to 
OSTIOSTI.



What about data / images like this?



Multi-Media as 
SupplementsSupplements

Condensed Matter Physics Programs at 
Ames Lab:  the Superconductivity and 
Magnetism Low-temperature Laboratory



Multi-Media as Standalone STI

How much STI content is required before a multi-media 
educational or promotional item becomes STI? Theeducational or promotional item becomes STI?  The 
lines can be blurry and may become more so.

What about the internal workings of your site? Does STIWhat about the internal workings of your site?  Does STI 
in multi-media formats flow through your review and 
approval process now?  If not, how should it?  How can 
you bring about change?y g g

Can we keep format / content / product type issues clear 
and separate from each other?and separate from each other?

How will we ensure long-term accessibility for STI in 
“standalone” multi-media formats?standalone  multi media formats?



Numeric DataNumeric Data

How can we scale up from indexing ofHow can we scale up from indexing of 
collections to indexing of individual data 
sets?sets? 
– Retrieval time issues

Coordination issues– Coordination issues
– “Apples and oranges” issues

Metadata issues– Metadata issues



Regardless of how tough the questions asRegardless of how tough the questions as 
STIP expands its boundaries, the benefits 
are greater:

– Richer, more “real” content
– Content that moves from linking pieces together to 

b i i t t d kbeing one, integrated package
– Content for today’s (and tomorrow’s) users (who are 

raised and educated in a media saturated 
i t)environment)

– Content that conveys history along with science
– Content that will invite interactivity


